Decision making can be regarded as a problem-solving activity and decision makers usually consider a problem from different perspectives, hierarchies, dimensions, that is referred to as scale transformation (ST). Although the research on ST related to clustering have achieved some progress, it is mainly confined to the geography and image area. This paper mainly studies the ST problem among clustering analysis especially for decision making. We establish the scale transformation rate (STR) to measure the effect of ST based on the rough set theory. What's more, a variable-scale clustering algorithm (VSC) is also proposed. Experiment illustrates that comparing to the k-means, the VSC is able to ensure every cluster are qualified (which is not limited to only optimize the overall performance) and shows great potential in decision making.
Introduction
Clustering analysis is one of the traditional unsupervised learning methods, which aims to group a set of objects without predefined classes (Wu, S., Gao, X.D., & Bastian M., 2003) . Formally, let denote the instance space, the task of clustering analysis is to partition into several clusters # , where (1) # ≠ ∅, (2) # = , (3) # ∩ ) = ∅. Here, # ∈ is an instance characterizing the attributes (features) of an object and # in the same cluster # are more similar to each other than to those in other clusters.
Clustering has developed into a powerful data analysis tool and is widely used in many research fields (e.g. customer analysis, pattern recognition), especially decision making. Decision making can be regarded as a problem-solving activity and its task is to rank different alternatives in terms of how attractive they are to the decision-makers when all the evaluative criteria are considered. It can be seen that the decision-making process considers a problem from different perspectives, hierarchies, dimensions, that is referred to as scale transformation (ST). Thus, clustering should support this ST demand. Although the research on scale transformation related to clustering have achieved some progress, it is mainly confined to the geography and image area.
The ST problem of clustering specially for decision making suffers from these challenges: (1) lack of the standard definition of scale. The scale among traditional vector space is not as obvious as the time or space attribute in the geography and image field. (2) there is no appropriate metric to quantitatively evaluate the effect of ST. (3) clustering analysis based on the concept hierarchy theory, which is consistent with the multi-scale clustering domain. Second, we propose the scale transformation rate (STR) to measure the effect of ST (i.e., scaling-up or scaling-down concept) based on the rough set theory. Third, a variable-scale clustering algorithm (VSC) is proposed. A case study on student training-program design is conducted to verify the effectiveness of the VSC. Experiment results show that the VSC is able to ensure every cluster are qualified (satisfied) for decision makers in contrast to the classic clustering method k-means (which only concerns the overall optimization objective).
Literature Review
Multi-scale clustering is a popular area, which aims to transform the clustering results (knowledge) on the current scale directly to other scale based on the multiscale technique. However, the definition of scale has not yet formed a complete theory or method. Sun, D.H. (2015) considers that the scale is an equivalence relation describing a concrete dataset. From the perspective of information granule, the scale reflects the information carried by the research object. Large scale is more likely to describe the macro feature, while small scale describes the microscopic feature. Han, Y.H. (2016) considers that the scale is a unit of concept range describing a concrete object. These concepts follow the partial order relation among the corresponding concept hierarchy. Combining the views above, we obtain the definition of scale in the ST problem. Definition 1. Given a dataset , a variable-scale dataset -= ( , , , , ), where is the universe of , is the original attribute set (original scale) of , 7 is the value of attribute ( ∈ ), where information function : × → , = 7 , and is the target attribute set (target scale) of , < is the value of attribute ∈ , where ∀ , ≼ → < ≼ 7 (∀ , ≽ → < ≽ 7 ), < ∉ .
According to the Def.1, ST is a process of transforming the original scale to the target scale on the same dataset following the partial order relation of a known concept hierarchy.
Methodology
The rough set theory is a mathematical tool to deal with uncertain knowledge and has provided many metrics to measure the classification ability of an attribute (set). Consequently, we define the scale transformation rate (STR) to measure the effect of ST based on the rough set theory.
Definition 2. The scale transformation rate (STR) is: results where all the clusters satisfy decision makers, we select the RMSE to evaluate the quality of each cluster (see Eq. (3)).
Where # is the centroids of cluster # , ( ) , # ) is the distance between the instance ) and # , and we apply the Euclidean distance to calculate the similarity between different instances in Section 4.
We propose a variable-scale clustering algorithm (VSC) and the pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 1. The time complexity of VSC is ( ), where is the number of instances, is the number of clusters, and is the number of iterations. (D, c ,k 
Algorithm 1 VariableScaleClustering

Experiment Results and Discussion
A case study has been provided here to illustrate the performance of the proposed method VSC. A competition committee plan to organize a train-program for participants and invite (about six) experts to give lectures for different participant groups. Hence, the problem is how to divide participants into several clusters with similar and accessible feature, that makes committee easier to decide which professor should be invited.
We chose sixty-three samples from the real participant dataset (see Table 1 ) and the concept hierarchy of every attribute (see Fig.1 ) were established through the prior knowledge of researchers (which has been accepted by committee members). Moreover, the measure RMSE was applied to evaluate the accuracy of each cluster by Eq. (3). Experiments were performed in OS X (10.11.3) environment on a machine with 8GB RAM. All methods were coded in Weka (3.8.1). Fig.2 shows the results of the VSC and k-means. The color reflects the value of RMSE, green represents qualified clusters, yellow represents the closest-qualified clusters (boundary of a certain scale), while red represents unqualified clusters for decision makers. Consequently, the value of RMSE is steadily increasing from deep green to deep red. What's more, the width of rectangle represents the number of instances in each cluster.
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Hong Kong, HK. July 13 -July 15, 2018 Since the committee planned to invite about six experts before and the VSC finally obtained seven qualified clusters, we compared the results to the classic clustering method k-means with the initial parameter k=6 or 7. Take the maximum RMSE of qualified clusters on each scale as the threshold, k-means always got unqualified clusters although the number of unqualified clusters decreased as the increasing of scales and initial parameter k. Thus, the VSC is more accurate and stable for practical applications, especially for decision making. 
Conclusions
Variable-scale clustering is an emerging research field and mainly studies the scale transformation (ST) problem among the clustering analysis. First, this paper defined the core concept Scale in the ST problem based on the concept hierarchy theory, since there is no standard definition in previous research. Second, this paper proposed the scale transformation rate (STR) on the basis of the rough set theory, which solves the problem of the quantitative evaluation on ST. Third, a variable-scale clustering algorithm (VSC) is proposed. Experiment illustrates that comparing to the k-means, the VSC is able to ensure every cluster are qualified (which is not limited to only optimize the overall performance) and shows great potential in decision making.
However, the VSC also has the initial value selection problem on the parameter (i.e., scale transformation threshold c ). The future work will focus on designing the variablescale mechanism to provide effective methods for threshold setting.
